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ABSTRACT 
This paper aims to analyze perspectives on Myanmar in the discourse of travel blogs. The 
researchers consider linguistic strategies used by the bloggers under the framework proposed 
by van Dijk (2006, 2009). The data were drawn from travel blogs in the blue planet section of 
Pantip.com posted during January 2014 - December 2015. Four linguistic strategies were 
found: lexicon, expressions, rhetorical figures, and indirect speech. The linguistic strategies 
used in travel blogs on Myanmar reveal both positive and negative points of view from the 
bloggers. Those points of view deal with issues of way of life, occupation, geography, 
religion, food, accommodations and buildings, transportation, fashion, security, technology, 
and sanitation. Since ancient times, Myanmar has been portrayed as an enemy of Thailand by 
the media (textbooks, films, and TV plays). However, this study reveals that Thai travelers to 
Myanmar have opened their minds and changed their points of view towards their neighbor. 
Myanmar is no longer our enemy but a beautiful country with deep roots of Buddhism and 
many beautiful tourist attractions. 
 
Keyword: Myanmar, Travel blogs, Points of view, Discourse analysis. 
 

Introduction 
 

Myanmar is a country that has gradually become an area of interest for Thai travellers. In the 
past Myanmar closed their country to visitors due to the political unrest (Tourism News 
Team, 2013). After the isolation, when Myanmar opened the country, many ancient sites 
remained exquisite. This caused many travelers from all over the world, including Thailand, 
want to travel to Myanmar. After visiting the country, many Thai travelers write down their 
experiences on travel blogs. On such blogs, we see both positive and negative points of view 
on Myanmar by Thai travelers. 

This research aims to analyze the linguistic strategies used in travel blogs written by 
Thai travelers visiting Myanmar and to analyze Thai perspectives on Myanmar. The 
researchers believe that these linguistic strategies can reveal the points of view of Thai 
travelers through Myanmar. The analysis is based on a framework of linguistic strategies 
proposed by van Dijk (2006, 2009). 

Previous researches have studied language in tourism discourse (Jørgenson, 2004; Ip, 
2008; Rázusová, 2009). Most research has revealed hyperbole, superlative adjective, 
metaphor, antonym, key words and keying, ego targeting, and otherness to be key linguistics 
strategies for expressing points of view in the discourse of tourism. Some studies analyze the 
content and language techniques used in travelogues which revealed the writer’s points of 
view (Phongsuk, 2010; Uggla, 2011; Rizzato, 2014). However, authors of this paper have not 
previously found any research on Thai travelers’ points of view through Myanmar by 
analyzing language use in travel blogs. 
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Method 
 

The data were collected from the Blue Planet section on Pantip.com between January 
2014 - December 2015. 92 travel blogs were used in the research. The researchers analyzed 
the data into various perspectives according to content and classified the perspectives along 
positive points of view and negative points of view. The researchers then analyzed the 
linguistic strategies used by the travelers, under the framework of van Dijk (2006, 2009). 
 The limitation of the study was that the travel blogs selected were those which have 
details about travelers’ experiences on the tourist attractions, suggestions for other travelers 
who plan to visit Myanmar and stories of Myanmar people. The travel blogs asking for help 
on traveling plans, and the blogs which only showed photos of travelers were excluded. 
 

Results 
 

The results showed that there are four linguistic strategies used in travel blogs: 
lexicon, expressions, rhetorical figures, and indirect speech. The first three linguistic 
strategies are under the framework proposed by van Dijk (2006, 2009). These four linguistics 
strategies reveal both positive and negative points of view of Thai travelers regarding various 
contents: way of life, occupation, geography, religion, food, accommodations and buildings, 
transportation, fashion, security, technology, and sanitation.  
 
Thai Perspectives on Myanmar  

The perspectives of Thai travelers on Myanmar can be classified into (i) perspectives 
with both positive and negative views, (ii) perspectives with only positive view and (iii) 
perspectives with only negative views as follows. 
 
The perspectives with both positive and negative views 
 

Way of life. Way of life refers to the behaviour of individual persons or society. 
Myanmar’s way of life was portrayed in the travel blogs with a simplicity of life, a warmth of 
family, a kindness, and sincerity of people, a difficulty of living, a commotion in town, and a 
congestion of traffic in town. These elements were classified into both positive and negative 
views as shown in examples 1 and 2. 
 
Example 1: A positive point of view through way of life 

 “…แต่สําหรับคนที่นี่ …เวลาของเค้าเหมือนกับหยุดนิ่ง  ชีวิตทุกๆวันก็นิ่งๆ ไม่หวือหวา 
แต่ก็อยู่กันด้วยความรู้สึกที่มีคุณค่ากันทั้งนั้น เราโชคดีแค่ไหนแล้ว ที่มีทุกอย่างเพียบพร้อมให้ได้ใช้ ให้ได้สัมผัส” 
 
tɛ̀ɛ sǎm ràp khon thîi nîi weylaa khɔ̌ŋ khǎw mʉ̌an yùt nîŋ chii wít thúk wan kɔ̂ɔ nîŋ 
nîŋ mâi wʉ̌ʉ wǎa tɛ̀ɛ kɔ̂ɔ yùu dûay khan khwam rúu sʉ̀k thîi mii khun khàa kan tháŋ 
nán raw chôk dii khɛ̂ɛ nǎy lɛ́aw thîi mii thúk yàŋ phɪ̂apphrɔ́m hây dây cháy hây dây 
sǎm phàt 

 
“... But for these people... The time seems to be paused. Their everyday life is calm 
and not exciting. They live with the precious feelings. How lucky we are to have 
many convenient things to use.” 

 
Seven days in Myanmar with 15,000 Baht: A wonderful of Bagan and a beautiful of 
Inlay. (2015, March 19). Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/33357960 
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From example 1, it is apparent that the underlined words and sentences are the linguistic 
strategies used to portray the way of life in Myanmar in a positive view. The lexical items 
which are used are paused, calm, not exciting, and precious. These portray the Myanmar way 
of life as simple, unrushed, and pleasant. 
 
Example 2: A negative point of view through way of life 

“...หลังจาก 2 ชม. ผ่านไปเราก็ถึงเมืองหงสาวดีแล้วครับ สัมผัสแรกที่เรามาถึงบอกได้เลยว่าเมืองนี้โคตรวุ่นวาย!! 
คือทั้งเสียงแตรรถ ทั้งการจราจรที่คับคั่ง บอกได้เลยว่าในตัวเมืองหงสาวดีแล้วไม่น่าอยูเ่ลยครับ…”  
 
lǎŋ càak  sɔ̌ɔŋ chûa moŋ phàn pay raw kɔ̂ɔ thʉ̌ŋ mʉaŋ hǒŋsǎwádii lɛ́ɛw khráp sǎmphàt 
rɛ̂ɛk thîi raw maa thʉ̌ŋ bɔ́ɔk dâay l((y wâa mʉaŋ níi khôt wûnwaay khʉʉ tháŋ sǐaŋ 
trɛɛ rót tháŋ kaan caracɔɔn thîi khápkhâŋ bɔ̀ɔk dâay l%%y wâa nay tua mʉaŋ 
hǒŋsǎwádii lɛ́ɛw mây nâa yùu l&&y khráp   
 
“…After 2 hours, we arrived Hongsawadee. Once I got in this town I could say that 
the town was messy!! The honk and traffic jam were all around. I can say that 
Hongsawasee is not the place for living.” 
 

17 Days in Myanmar of mine. (2015, January 20). Retrieved from 
http://pantip.com/topic/33130663 

 
From example 2, the negative points of view about way of life are conveyed by 

negative lexical items: messy, traffic jam and not a place for living.  These indicate that the 
life of Myanmar people in Hongsawadee is too crowded, and should not be the place for one 
who loves peace to live.  
 
 Occupation.  The occupations mentioned in the travel blogs include: a tourist guide, a 
waiter, a taxi driver, a hotel receptionist, a vendor. Opinion on these occupations were 
divided into both positive and negative views as shown in examples 3 and 4. 

Example 3: A positive point of view through occupation 
 

“…และ ที่น่าประทับใจอีกอย่างคือผู้คนครับ อย่างแม่ค้าขายมาลัยครับ เค้าอัธยาศัยดีมากๆไม่ซื้อก็ไม่วุ่นวาย 
ไม่ยัดเยียดให…้” 

"
lɛ́ thîi nâa pràthápcay ʡìik yàŋ khʉʉ phûu khon kráp yàŋ mɛ̂ɛ kháa khǎy maalay khráp 
kháw ʡàtthayaasǎy dii mâak mâak mây sʉ́ʉ khɔ̌ɔ mây wûnwaay mây yátyîat hây 

"
“…Another impressive thing is people such as a garland seller. She was nice. If 
we don’t want to buy any stuff, she did not urge us to do so.” 

 
Mandaley: A pretty town of Myanmar.  (2014, January 29).   

Retrieved from http://m.pantip.com/topic/31583608 
 

From example 3, it is apparent that the underlined lexical items are the linguistic 
strategies used to represent the occupation in Myanmar in a positive view. These lexical 
choices refer to the good behaviour of vendor that she does not annoy travelers by selling 
them things they do not want.  
 
Example 4: A negative point of view through occupation 
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“โจรมุมสวน สองสาวน้อยพายเรือมาเกาะเรือเราพร้อมกับดอกบัวเล็กๆพอเรารับก็ขอเงิน ให้ขนมก็ไม่ยอม ปล้นกันชัดๆ” 

"
coon mum sǔan sɔ̌ŋ sǎaw nɔ́ɔy phaay rʉa maa kɔ̀ rʉa raw phrɔ́m kàp dɔ̀k bua lék lék 
phɔɔ raw ráp kɔ̂ɔ khɔ̌ɔ ŋ%n hây khanǒm kɔ̂ɔ mây yɔɔm plôn kan chátchát  
 
“A thief in a corner. Two little girls sailed to our boat and handed us some lotuses. 
Once we took the lotuses, she asked for money. We preferred to give them a snack 
but they said no. We were robbed.” 

 
Mingalaba: Myanmar is so beatiful. (2014, November 3). Retrieved from 

http://m.pantip.com/topic/32803968 
 

From example 4, the lexical items which are used in travel blog refer to negative views 
of occupation in Myanmar such as a thief, robbed. This linguistic strategy is talking about the 
way how these kids earning money.   
 

Geography.  The Geography of Myanmar was described with lexical choices like 
beauty, attractiveness, aridity, and backcountry. The views on geography of Myanmar were 
classified into both positive and negative views as shown in examples 5 and 6.  

Example 5: A positive point of view through geography 
 

“... นี่ผมไม่ได้ฝันไปใช่มั้ย  เพราะมันสวยจริงๆครับ ผมถึงกับหยุดนิ่ง วางกล้องลงแล้วซึมซับกับภาพที่อยู่ตรงนั้น 
กับดงเจดีย์ที่กว้างไปสุดลูกหูลูกตา” 
 
nîi phǒm mây dâay fǎn pay chày máy phrɔ́ man sǔay cɪŋ ciŋ khráp phǒm thǔŋ kàp yùt 
nîŋ waaŋ klɔ̂ŋ loŋ lɛ́ɛw sʉmsáp phâap thîi yùu troŋ nán kàp doŋ ceydii thîi kwâaŋ pay 
sùt lûuk hǔu lûuk taa 
 
“…Am I dreaming? It was beautiful, I was stunned and put down the camera to 
appreciate the endless view of pagodas.” 

 
Seven days in Myanmar with 15,000 Baht: A wonderful of Bagan and a beautiful 

of Inlay. (2015, March 19). Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/33357960 
 

From example 5, the use of rhetorical question and lexical items portray a positive 
view of Myanmar’s geography, such as Am I dreaming?, beautiful, stunned. These linguistic 
strategies are used to talk about beautiful scenes of nature which made the  traveler very 
impressed. 

  
Example 6: A negative point of view through geography 

"
“…ถึงเคยไปพม่าก่อนหน้านี้มาสองครั้งแล้วก็ตาม แต่สองครั้งนั้นไปลงที่ย่างกุ้ง ครั้งนี้เป็นครั้งแรกที่ไปลงมัณฑะเลย์ค่ะ 
พอเครื่องจอดตกใจเล็กน้อย...พม่ามีทะเลทรายด้วยหรือ?!?!? 
ความรู้สึกแหง้แล้งเหมือนเครื่องจอดลงกลางทะเลทรายเลย…” 
 
thʉ̌ŋ kh$$y pay phamâa kɔ̀ɔn nâa níi maa sɔ̌ɔŋ khráŋ lɛ́ɛw kɔ̂ɔ taam tɛ̀ɛ sɔ̌ɔŋ khráŋ nán 
pay loŋ thîi yâaŋkûŋ khráŋ níi pen khráŋ rɛ̂ɛk thîi pay loŋ mandaley khà phɔɔ khrʉ̂aŋ 
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cɔ̀ɔt tòk cay lék nɔ́ɔy phamàa mii thaleysaay dûay rʉ̌ʉ khwaam rúu sʉ̀k  hɛ̂ɛŋlɛ́ɛŋ 
mʉ̌an khrʉ̂aŋ cɔ̀ɔt loŋ klaaŋ thaleysaay l''y  
 
“…Even though I have visited Myanmar in Rangoon this is my first time visiting 
Mandalay. Once the plane landed, I was shocked. Does Myanmar have a desert? It 
was arid as if the plane had landed in a desert.” 

 
“Monyua: A new destination of Mandalay”. (2014, March 9). Retrieved from 

http://pantip.com/topic/31758546 
 

From example 6, the underlined linguistic strategies are rhetorical figure (rhetorical 
question and simile) which is used to indicate a negative point of view about geography. The 
linguistic strategies are used to talk about the arid area which traveler did not expect to see it. 
 

Food.  There are many descriptions of Myanmar food by the travelers in the travel 
blogs such as taste, appetising, cleanliness, smell, oil. The views on Myanmar food were 
classified into both positive and negative views as shown in examples 7 and 8. 

Example 7: A positive point of view through food 
"

“อาหารเช้าวันนี ้เป็นอาหารมื้อที่อร่อยที่สุดตั้งแต่มาเที่ยวทริปนี้เลย ที่เด็ดคือปาท่องโก๋ หรือที่เรียกว่าอิวจากวย 
เป็นปาท่องโก๋ชิ้นใหญ่มาก แต่เนื้อเหนียวนุ่มกําลังดี ไม่กรอบไม่แข็ง” 

"
ʡaahǎan cháaw wan níi pen ʡaahǎan mʉ́ʉ thɪ̂ɪ ʡarɔ̀y thîi sùt tâŋtɛ̀ɛ maa thîaw thríp níi 
leey thîi dèt khʉʉ pathɔ̂ŋkǒo rʉ̌ʉ thîi rîak wâa ʡiwcakuay pen pathɔ̂ŋkǒo chín yày 
mâak tɛ̀ɛ nʉ́a nǐaw nûum kamlaŋ dii mày kròp mày kɛ̌ŋ  
 
“This breakfast was the most delicious in the trip. The special was a deep-fried dough 
stick (Eiw ja kuay). It was a big deep-fried dough stick but the texture is soft and 
chewy, not crispy and not hard.” 

 
Rainy on the way to Mingalabar again Mandalay - Pyin Oo Lwin – Inlay.  
(2014, November 15). Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/31758546 

 
From example 7, it is apparent that positive views of food are identified by the 

underlined lexical items. These lexical items are used by the traveller to convey the good 
taste of Myanmar food. 
 
Example 8: A negative point of view through food 
 

“อาหารพื้นเมืองรสชาติมันแปลกๆ เริ่มจากซุปถั่วสีเหลืองตรงกลาง มันเหมือนกินถั่วเหลืองปั่นหยาบๆ ออกเค็มๆมันๆ  
ติดตรงมีกลิ่นหืนของถั่วนี่แหละ ส่วนข้าวก็แข็งๆ ผักดองรสชาติมันชวนผะอืดผะอมมากกลิ่นแรง” 
 
ʡahǎan phʉ́ʉn mʉaŋ rót châat man plɛ̀ɛk plɛ̀ɛk r&̂m càak súp thùa sǐi lʉ̌aŋ troŋ klaaŋ 
man mʉ̌an kin thùalʉ̌aŋ pàn yàap yàap ʡɔ̀ɔk kem kem man man thùa tìt troŋ mii klìn 
hʉ̌ʉn khɔ̌ɔŋ thùa nîi lɛ̀ sùan khâw kɔ̂ɔ khɛ̌ɛŋ khɛ̌ɛŋ phàk dɔɔŋ rótchâat man chuan 
phaʡʉ̀ʉtphaʡom mâak klìn rɛɛŋ  
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“A taste of local foods was strange. Start with a yellow bean soup in the middle was 
like a rough blended soybean. The taste was and chewy. It was smelly. Streamed rice 
was too hard. Pickles were astringent and nauseated.” 

 
An alone trip in Myanmar of strong women [Day 2] By Aim & Ang.  

(2014, March 9). Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/31758546 
 

From example 8, it is apparent that negative points of view about food in Myanmar 
are conveyed by the lexical items like strange, smelly, astringent and nauseated. These 
lexical items explain many details of Myanmar food which the traveler was not satisfied with.  
 

Accommodations & buildings.  Accommodations and buildings of Myanmar in the 
travel blogs were portrayed with many aspects such as cleanliness, comfort, tidiness, beauty, 
dirtiness, expensiveness, and unfashionableness. These aspects were classified into both 
positive and negative views as shown in examples 9 and 10. 

Example 9: A positive point of view through accommodations & buildings 
 

“Mandalay Hill โรงแรมระดับ 4 ดาวของที่นี ่... สะดวกสบายดไีม่ต่างกับโรงแรมเกรดเดียวกันที่เมืองไทยนะครับ 
ห้องน้ํา ห้องท่าสะอาดสะอ้าน...  ล็อบบี้ของโรงแรมกว้างขวางตกแต่งสวยงาม 
แม้จะไม่ใหญ่โตเท่าโรงแรมบ้านเราแต่ก็ถือว่าใช้ได้เลยครับ” 

  
mandaley hɪw rooŋrɛɛm rádàp sìi daaw khɔ̌ɔŋ thîi nîi sàdùaksabaay dii mây tàaŋ kàp 
rooŋrɛɛm krèet diaw kan thîi mʉaŋ thay ná khráp hɔ̂ɔŋnáam hɔ̂ɔŋthâa sàʡàatsàʡâan  
lɔ́pbîi khɔ̌ɔŋ rooŋrɛɛm kwâaŋ khwǎaŋ tòk tɛ̀ɛŋ sǔay ŋaam mɛ́ɛ cà mây yày too thâw 
rooŋrɛɛm bâan raw tɛ̀ɛ kɔ̂ɔ thʉ̌ʉ wâa cháy dây leey khráp  
 
“Mandalay Hill was a 4 star hotel. It was comfortable like a hotel with the same level 
in Thailand. The restroom was clean. The lobby was large and well decorated. It 
might not be as large as the lobbies in our country but they are ok.” 

 
Mandaley: A pretty town of Myanmar.  (2014, January 29).   

Retrieved from http://m.pantip.com/topic/31583608 
 

From example 9, the underlined lexical items convey a positive view of 
accommodation and buildings, in Myanmar. These lexical items are talking about the 
atmosphere of Mandalay Hill hotel which impressed the traveler. 
 
Example 10: A negative point of view through accommodations & buildings 
 

“...ราคาที่ไกด์คิดเราคือ ห้องละ 80 usd แต่ขอให้เตรียมใจ ว่าโรงแรมที่พม่านี้ ราคาแพงกว่าคุณภาพที่ได้มากนัก…” 
  

raakhaa thîi gáy kít raw khʉʉ hɔ̂ɔŋ lá pɛ̀ɛtsìp yuuʡétdɪɪ tɛ̀ɛ khɔ̌ɔ hây triam cay wâa 
rooŋrɛɛm thîi phamâa níi raakhaa phɛɛŋ kwàa khunnaphâap thîi dây mâak nák 
 
“…The tourist guide asked 80 usd from us for a hotel. Please remind yourself that the 
hotel room price in Myanmar is more expensive than the quality we gain.” 
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Rainy on the way to Myanmar Yangon Bago Bagan. (2014, March 15).  
Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/31783442 

 
From example 10, the negative points of view about accommodations and buildings 

are conveyed by lexical items like expensive. This linguistic strategy used to portray that a 
hotel quality is not good enough for the price. 
 

Transportation. Issues of transportation mentioned in the travel blogs include 
vehicles, public transportation, and traffic. These issues were portrayed into many aspects 
such as convenience, being on time, traffic jam, and hot weather. These aspects were 
classified into positive and negative views as shown in examples 11 and 12. 

Example 11: A positive point of view through transportation 
 

“สถานีรถไฟย่างกุ้งอยู่ในเมืองนะคะสะดวกต่อการเดินทางออกไปนอกเมืองมากๆและที่สําคัญรถไฟที่นี่เป็นระบบรางคู่ 
ตรงเวลาไม่มีดีเลย์ค่ะ บอกเวลาเป็นนาทีมาถึงเป๊ะตามกําหนด เซอร์ไพร๊สม์าก 555” 

      
sàthǎanii rótfay yâaŋkûŋ yùu nay mʉaŋ ná ká sàdùak tɔ̀ɔ kaan d&nthaaŋ ʡɔ̀ɔk pay nɔ̂ɔk 
mʉaŋ mâak mâak lɛ́ɛ thîi sǎmkhan rótfay thîi nîi pen rábop raaŋ khûu troŋ weylaa 
mây mii diiley khà bɔ̀ɔk weylaa pen naathii maa thʉ̌ŋ pé taam kamnòt s&&phráy mâak 
hâa hâa hâa 
 
“Rangoon train station is located in downtown. It was convenient to travel outbound. 
The railway here is a double track system. It was on time and made me so surprised 
ha ha ha.” 

 
Backpack to Yangon, Hongsawadee and Siriam. (2014, March 27).  

Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/31809037  
 

From example 11, it is apparent that the underlying lexical items and expressions are 
the linguistic strategies used to describe the transportation system of Myanmar in a positive 
light such as convenient, on time, surprised and hahaha (laughing). These lexical items and 
expressions which imitated a sound of laugh are used to describe the effective train station 
system in Rangon. 
 
Example 12: A negative point of view through transportation 

"
“…รถมินิบัสที่ว่านี้ ก็อารมณ์ประมาณรถเมล์ ไมโครบัส นะ นั่งกันไปสองสามชั่วโมง เห็นจะได ้โช้คไม่ดีอย่างแรงงงง 
หรือถนนไม่ดกี็ไม่รู ้แค่นั่งก็เหนื่อยแล้วค่ะ” 

    
rót míníbát thîi wâa níi kɔ̂ɔ ʡaarom pràmaan rót mey maykhrobát ná nâŋ kan pay sɔ̌ɔŋ 
sǎam chûa mooŋ hěn cà dây chóok mây dii yàaŋ rɛɛŋ rʉ̌ʉ thanǒn mây dii kɔ̂ɔ mây rúu 
khɛ̂ɛ nâŋ kɔ̂ɔ nʉ̀ay lɛ́ɛw khà 
 
“…A mini bus was like a micro bus in our country. It took 2-3 hours. The shock 
absorber of the bus was extremely terrible. Just sitting on the bus made me tired.” 

 
Rainy on the way to Myanmar Yangon Bago Bagan. (2014, March 15).  

Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/31783442 
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From example 12, it is apparent that the negative points of view about transportation 

in Myanmar are constructed by the linguistic strategy which is the lexical items such as 
extremely terrible and made me tired. These lexicons refer to a bad condition of the bus 
which is not impressed the traveler. 
 

Technology. Topics in technology such as the speed of internet and electrical systems 
were classified according to both positive and negative views as shown in examples 13 and 
14. 

Example 13: A positive point of view through technology 
"

“...แม้จะอ่านมาบ้างว่าเนตพม่าแย่มากๆ แต่ก็อยากจะลอง ...ความเร็วเนต็ในพม่า ดีกว่าที่คิดนะคะ ถือว่าพอใช้ได้ค่ะ” 
" " "

mɛ́ɛ cà ʡàan maa bâaŋ wâa nèt phamâa yɛ̂ɛ mâak mâak tɛ̀ɛ kɔ̂ɔ yàak cà lɔɔŋ kwam 
rew nèt nay phamâa dii kwàa thîi khít ná khá thʉ̌ʉ wâa phɔɔ cháy dâay khà 
  
“…Even though I knew that the speed of internet in Myanmar was terrible, I wanted 
to try. It was better than I thought. The internet was just right.” 

 
Mingalaba: Myanmar is so beautiful. (2014, November 3).  

Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/32803968  
 

From example 13, it is apparent that positive view of technology is identified by the 
underlined lexical items. These lexical items refer to the service of internet in Myanmar 
which made traveler pleasant. 
 
Example 14: A negative point of view through technology 

"
“…สัญญาณ 3G 4G อะไรนั่น อย่าไปหวังว่าจะได้เจอในประเทศนี้ WIFI ก็หาได้แสนยากเย็นเหลือเกิน 
สิ่งเดียวที่พอจะหาได้คือสัญญาณโทรศัพท”์ 
  
sǎanyaan sǎamcii sìicii ʡaray nân yàa pay wǎŋ cà dâay c$$ nay pràthêt níi waayfaay 
kɔ̂ɔ hǎa dâay sɛ̌ɛn yâakyen lʉ̌a k!!n sìŋ dɪaw thîi phɔɔ cà hǎa dâay khʉʉ sǎanyaan 
thorasàp 
 
“…Do not expect to find 3G and 4G in Myanmar. Even Wifi was too hard to find. 
The only thing you can find is a phone signal.” 

 
Myanmar a uniquely impressed destination. (2014, July16).  

Retrieved from http://pantip.com/topic/32332722 
 

From example 14, it is apparent that the underlined lexical items are the linguistic 
strategy which use to represent the technology in Myanmar in negative views. These 
linguistic strategies refer to bad internet service in Myanmar which upset the traveler. 
 
 
The perspectives with only positive view 
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Religion. Topics in religion include to faith, respect, and peace of Buddhism in 
Myanmar as shown in the following example. 

"
“... ผมรู้สึกได้เลยว่าเค้าเคารพและศรัทธาในพุทธศาสนามากๆแม้แต่ของค้าของขายเนื่องจากผมแวะซื้อกับน้องคนนี ้
แล้วทําพวงมาลัยตกพื้น จังหวะที่ผมจะหยิบขึ้นมาเค้ายืนยันที่จะให้ผมทิ้งไปเลยไม่ต้องใช้แล้วหยิบ 
พวงใหม่ให้เลยทันที่ไม่คิดตังใดๆ ประทับใจมากๆครับ” 

" "
phǒm rúusʉ̀ʉk dâay l$$y wâa kháw khawróp lɛ́ɛ sàtthaa nay phútthasàtsanǎa mâak 
mâak mɛ́ɛ tɛ̀ɛ khɔ̌ɔŋkhâa khɔ̌ɔŋkhǎay nʉ̂aŋ càak phǒm wɛ́ sʉ́ʉ kàp nɔ́ŋ khon níi lɛ́ɛw 
tham phuaŋmaalay tòk phʉ́ʉn caŋwà thîi phǒm cà yɪ̀p khʉ̂n maa kháw yʉʉnyan thîi cà 
hây phǒm tíŋ pay l##y mây tɔ̂ɔŋ cháy lɛ́ɛw yìp phuaŋ mày hây l##y thantii mây kít taŋ 
day day pràtháp cay mâak mâak khráp 
 
“…I felt that Myanmar people have strong faith and respect to Buddhism. At the 
temple I dropped my garland on the floor. When I was picking it up, the vendor 
offered a new one without any charge. It made me very impressed.” 

 
Mandaley: A pretty town of Myanmar.  (2014, January 29).   

Retrieved from http://m.pantip.com/topic/31583608 
 

From the above example, it is apparent that the positive points of view about religion 
in Myanmar are conveyed by the linguistic strategy of choosing lexical items such as faith 
and respect. This linguistic strategy refers to a strong faith in Buddhism of Myanmar people 
that made traveler deeply impressed with their behaviour. 
 

Fashion.  On the topic of fashion, the national costumes of Myanmar were described 
with terms like “neatness” and “simplicity” as shown in the following example. 

"
“การแต่งตัว ผู้ชายใส่โสร่ง ผู้หญิงใสผ่้าถุง ดูแล้วสบายตาดี ไม่เหมือนเมืองไทยเดี๋ยวนี ้ขนาดเข้าวัดใส่กันซะปลิ้น” 

" "
kan tɛ̀ɛŋtua phûuchaay sày sàròŋ phûuyǐŋ sày phâathǔŋ duu lɛ́ɛw sàbaay taa dii mây 
mʉ̌an mʉaŋ thay dǐaw níi khànàat khâw wát sày kan sá plîn 
 
“For dressing style, men and women usually wear Sarong. It is worth seeing. It is not 
like Thailand nowadays. People wear tight dress to go to temple.” 

 
 Seven days in Myanmar. (2014, March 3). Retrieved from 

http://pantip.com/topic/33313991 
 

From the example, it is apparent that a positive view about religion in Myanmar is 
identified by the underlined lexical items. This linguistic strategy refers to a good dress up of 
nation costume of men and women which was admired by traveler. 
 
The perspectives with only negative view 
 

Security.  Topic regarding security included insecurity and cheating as shown in the 
following example. 

"“สรุปโดยรวมสําหรับเมืองบาโกนี่เราไม่ค่อยประทับใจเท่าไหร่ทั้งด้วยสถานที่ท่องเที่ยวผู้คน บรรยากาศ 
ดูไม่ค่อยปลอดภัยนักสําหรับสาวๆที่จะมาเที่ยวกันเอง” "
" "
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sàrùp dooy ruam sǎamràp mʉaŋ baakoo nîi raw mây khɔ̂ɔy pràthápcay thâwrày tháŋ 
dûay sathǎan thîi thɔ̂ŋthɪ̂aw phûu khon banyaakat duu mây khɔ̂ɔy plɔ̀tphay sǎmràap 
sǎaw sǎaw thîi cà maa thîaw kan ʡeŋ 
 
 “It can be concluded that I was not impressed with Bago people, the tourist 
attractions, and atmosphere were not quite safe for ladies who want to visit.” 
  

Backpack in Myanmar. (2014, April 19). Retrieved from 
http://pantip.com/topic/33529977 

   
From the example, the use of underlined lexical items describe the negative views of 

Myanmar’s security. This linguistic strategy refers to an atmosphere in Bago which scared 
the traveler. 
 

Sanitation.  Discussion of sanitation referred to a dirtiness of restrooms and streets in 
Myanmar  as shown in the following example. 
 

“อ่อ อีกอย่างหนึ่งที่ผมแนะนําคือ ห้องน้ําพม่าไม่ค่อยสะอาดเท่าไหร่นะครับ และยังเป็นส้วมซึมอยู่มาก 
แนะนําให้เข้าให้เรียบร้อยตั้งแต่อยู่โรงแรมหรือร้านอาหารนะครับ เพราะห้องน้ําข้างนอกไม่ค่อยโอเค 
ยิ่งห้องน้ําตามวัดยิ่งแล้วใหญ ่(ยกเว้นชเวดากองที่ห้องน้ําดีมาก) เราต้องถอดรองเท้าเข้าครับ 
ซึ่งอื้อหืออออออออออออออออออออออออออออออออออออ ต่างคนต่างพูดไม่ออกได้แต่มองตาเท่านั้นนนน 55555 
ห้องน้ําสนามบินก็ไม่ค่อยดคีรับ คหสต.นะครับ” 

  
ʡɔ̀ɔ ʡìik yàaŋ nʉ̀ŋ thîi phǒm nɛ́nam khʉʉ hɔ̂ɔŋnáam phamâa mây khɔ̂ɔy sàʡaat 
thâwrày ná khráp lɛ́ yaŋ pen sûamsʉm yùu mâak nɛ́nam hây khâw hây rîaprɔ́y tâŋtɛ̀ɛ 
yùu rooŋrɛɛm rʉ̌ʉ ráan ʡaahǎan ná khráp phrɔ́ hɔ̂ɔŋnáam khâaŋnɔ̂ɔk mây khɔ̂ɔy 
ʡookey yîŋ taam hɔ̂ɔŋnáam wát yîŋ líaw yày yók wén chawaydakɔɔŋ hɔ̂ɔŋnáam dii 
mâak raw tɔ̂ɔŋ thɔ̀ɔt rɔɔŋtháaw khâw khráp sʉ̂ŋ ʡʉ̂ʉhʉʉ tàaŋ kon tàaŋ phûut mây ʡɔ̀ɔk 
dâay tɛ̀ɛ mɔɔŋ taa thâw nán hâ hâ hâ hâ hâ hɔ̂ɔŋnáam sànǎambɪn kɔ̂ɔ mây khɔ̂ɔy dii 
khráp kwam hěn sùan tua ná khráp 
 
“I would recommend that the restroom in Myanmar was not quite clean. Most are 
squat toilets. I suggest you to use the restroom in the hotel or restaurant. The 
restrooms in the temples were so bad (except those in Shwedagon). We have to take 
off our shoes to get into the restroom. That was Awww… We are speechless. Just 
look at each other’s eyes (a Thai popular song) ha ha ha ha ha. The restrooms at the 
airport were also not quite clean. That is my personal opinion.” 

 
 Mingalaba Yangon. (2014, July 23). Retrieved from 

http://pantip.com/topic/32363877 
 

From the example, it is apparent that the underlined linguistic strategies which include 
lexical choice, indirect speech, and expression indicate a negative point of view about 
sanitation in Myanmar. These linguistic strategies refer to a dirtiness of public restrooms in 
Myanmar which were not good as in the hotel or restaurant. 
 

Conclusion 
"

The findings show that Thai travelers have perspectives on Myanmar regarding their 
way of life, occupations, geography, religion, food, accommodations and buildings, 
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transportation, fashion, security, technology, and sanitation. The topics with both positive and 
negative views are way of life, occupation, geography, food, accommodations and buildings, 
transportation, and technology. The topics with only positive view are religion and fashion. 
The topics with only negative view are security and sanitation. The positive or negative 
perspectives on these topics are revealed by the linguistic strategies the blogger used. None of 
the perspectives mentioned Myanmar as Thailand’s enemy as it used to be portrayed by 
media like textbooks, films, and TV plays (Chititaranont. 2014). In the discourse of travel 
blogs, Myanmar is a beautiful country with a unique culture, a deep root of Buddhism and 
many beautiful tourist attractions. It is still relatively untouched by globalization. 
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